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What are English fillers?

Whenever you need to PAUSE

Or you are NOT CERTAIN what you 
wish to convey

You are HESITANT



You want to BUY TIME

To gather your thoughts

And you can then CONTINUE 
SPEAKING



REMEMBER- avoid these fillers in 
professional situations



Some simple fillers:



Let’s practice them together:



Um or UH

I was, UM, thinking about going to Shirdi 
this weekend



Like

I am also guilty of using this one

It is OVERKILLED= means used TOO 
MUCH

Remember- you should use it judiciously



You know

I was thinking about going to Shirdi this 
weekend, do you know what I mean…..

You know….. I was planning to take a 
trip to Dubai this summer



Sort of/ kind of

I was sort of planning to take a trip to 
Shirdi this weekend only if dadaji feels 

better



Well

Well, I was planning to leave for Shirdi 
this weekend

I was, well, planning to leave for Shirdi 
this weekend



So

UM….. SO…. are you done with the 
work?



SO, gap fillers UM….. help you to 
continue speaking FLUENTLY without 

interruptions



Or something

I was planning to visit Amsterdam in 
winters this year or something



Tell me something

Praneet, tell me something, are you 
getting hitched this year?



Don’t tell me

UM, DON’T TELL ME, I already know 
about their plans



WOW

WOW, that sounds pretty decent a plan



WELL

Well let’s see how the future unfolds



YOU SEE

I wanted to go, YOU SEE, but I am not 
too well today



By the way

By the way, is the work done?



To be honest

To be honest enough

To be honest enough, I am not the 
correct person to help you



Exactly

Exactly, I was also planning to visit Shirdi 
this weekend



No way

No way, you must be kidding me about 
the off tomorrow



You know

You know.. What I am trying to say?



Basically

Basically I wanted to get rid of this pain 
immediately



certainly



Instagram



Thank You


